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 PRODUCT NEWS

 Note: Product News submissions should be e-mailed to chuckp@cleanertimes.com or 
mailed to Product News, 1000 Nix Rd., Little Rock, AR 72211. Please be sure that your 
product announcement is accompanied by a high-resolution photo of the product. CT

Custom Manifolds 
Reduce Installation 
Time and Minimize 
Space Requirements
 High Pressure 
Equipment Company 
(HiP) offers its custom 
pressure manifolds to 
meet a wide range of 
installation, layout, and 
pressure requirements. 
Custom manifolds pro-
vide an excellent option 
to reduce installation time and space requirements needed to plumb a pressure 
system. In addition, due to the decreased number of components, HiP custom 
manifolds lessen the number of potential system leak points. HiP custom mani-
folds are available in a wide range of connection sizes, accommodating pressures 
from 5000 to 60,000 psi. They are an ideal choice for low, medium, NPT, and high 
pressure systems. HiP’s custom manifolds are available in a variety of connection 
sizes and are an excellent method to facilitate transitions in line sizes and tubing 
pressures. The wide range of manifold configurations and material options pro-
vide solutions to challenging layouts and environmental requirements.
www.highpressure.com

Coxreels’ New 1600 Series Reels 
Offer Feature-Rich Components 
And Versatile Configurations
 Coxreels introduces the all-new 1600 
Series hand crank and motorized hose 
reels. This feature-rich reel has a wide 
array of components configurations 
and many possible sizes to choose from. 
The 1600 Series offers a generous vari-
ety of drum and disc size combinations 
for many dimensions and hose length 
capacities and is currently available in 
1" and 1-1/2" NPT, BSP, or NST nickel-
plated swivel inlets. The footprint of 
the reel was designed to fit any allo-
cated space in virtually all equipment. 
This new reel features great original 
add-ons and a unique, all-welded 
“hybrid” frame with the strength of an 
“A” frame mounted on a box frame for 
superior reel structure. Some of these new 
options include a universal bracket kit 
to accommodate the bevel gear rewind 
system and hose guide rollers at various 
angles and three gear ratio idler gears 
to reduce speed and increase torque on 
motorized versions. Another feature is 
that of a patent pending three-way 
industrial duty pinlock that can rewind, 
lock, and disengage the reel for free 
unwind. Coxreels also provides our 
first three-way brake with lock, drag 
friction, and free spinning positions 
featuring high-performance composite 
brake pad material. Many more options, 
add-ons, and accessories are available 
on the 1600 Series. 
www.coxreels.com

New NLB Waterjet Lance 
Has More Safety Features

 The new NCG24-535 waterjet lances from NLB Corp. are rated for applications 
requiring operating pressures of up to 24,000 psi (1656 bar) and designed to reduce 
the chance of hose or fitting failure. The new lances reduce stress on the inlet 
connection by eliminating the bend radius in the hose that supplies high-pressure 
water.  Instead, they have an inlet tube with a 90-degree bend, and a safety shroud 
that surrounds the hose where it attaches to the lance.  This safety shroud complies 
with WJTA-IMCA recommended practices, as does the color-coded handle that 
identifies the lance’s operating pressure. The NCG24-535 comes with the usual 
protective features found in other NLB lances, including a one-finger latch to 
prevent accidental actuation and a patented trigger that immediately dumps 
pressure when the operator pushes it forward. It also features the NLB quick-
change cartridge seal that can be replaced in the field in 60 seconds. Other ergo-
nomic features include an adjustable shoulder stock and hand grip. The lance 
weighs just 12 lbs. (5.5 kg) with its standard 36-in. barrel. Longer barrels are 
available. The NCG24-535 waterjet lance is also available in a dual-trigger version 
(NCG24-535DT) and an underwater version (NCG24-535UW).  
www.nlbcorp.com


